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. .l. MORY TO PREDICT T"rlE 

DlPL2·err • .l.TION OF REFORM LEGISLATION 

by Katherine S. Teilmann 

INTRODUCTION' 

This paper presents a theory for predicting tile implementation of 

legislation that alters the functioning of government bureaucracies. Such 

re;onn measures may include, faT.' example, changing their target population, 

changing the disposition alternatives available to their practitioners, or 

shifting, the locus' of power and responsibility from one segment of the system 

to another. Examples of government bureaucracies are the criminal justice 

system, the welfare system and the mental health system. The theory was 

developed largely. from a three-year assessment of a major juvenile justice 

refonn bill in CaliforniaJ "":lere it was used.; with considerable success, to 

predict implementation and ,resistance ·to the law. Certain of its elements 

have also been successful in predicting efforti to introduce and pass 

corrective legislation in the .years following enactment. Many (although not 

all) of the illustrations 'of the theory's concepts, therefore, will be drawn 

from this California experience. 

. Predictive frameworks proposed in the past (Van Horn and Van Meter, 1977; 

Berman, 1978; Baum, 1976) do not deal directly with re£onn legislation as 

defmed here. Mlch of the 1i terarure on implementation is concerned with 

special projects, usually federally funded (Berman, 1978; Mclaughlin, 1976; 

Pressman, 1978; Williams and Elmore, 1976; Friedman, 1976). Other writings are 

concef.'Iled with court decisions and their impact, focussing particulaxly on the 

United States Supreme Court (Dolbeare and Hammond, 1971; Baum, 1976; Johnson, 

1979; Grossman & Grossman, 1971). Many of the principles that are the basis of 
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-:hese . sruciies, especially those tl1a.t attempt to explain or predict implementation, 

are applicable to refonn legislation as well. However, sdme are not, and features 

~~ be added that apply to reform legislation but do not apply to the other types 

of edic'ts, such as cour.'t decisions. 

One maj or work th,at doe!3 address refonn legislation (Miller, et aI., 1977) 

;a.z:alyzes the political process, the center of which is the state legislature. 

The political process discussed by Miller and associates is relevant to the 
, , 

implementation process, but is not centrally concerned with what happens at the 

practitioner's, level. In addition, the Miller group's theory was primarily cased 

on one of the most dramatic reforms ever tmdertaken within the criminaJ. justice 

system in this COl.mt:tj1'. Consequently, it was far more po Ii ticized than most 

reforms tmdertaken by legislatures. The current theory deals specifically with 

pr-a¢ti'tioner implementatioij of less dr~tic reform legislation. While the theory 

would still apply in dramatic situations, political factors might we'll dominate 

the factors'deseribed,here. 

Three clarifications of emp~is should be mcu:le before de,scribing the theory, 

First, it attempts to predict implementation at a general level: it is not 
. 

concerned with the details of how e~ch policy or provision is carried out on a 

day-to-day basis but with establishing policies and practices that respond, in a 

gen~ral way" to the prescriptions of the legislation. The level of generalIty 

referred to here will be illustrated shortly. 

Second, this theory focuses almost entirely on practitioners' motivations 

to implement legislation that affects them. Certain features of legislation are 

identifie~ that activate practitioner motivations on whether or not to comply. 

E.'Ccept under extreme conditions, motivational factors are, taken here to be the 

overriding factor in the implementation of legislati~. Van Hom and Van Meter 

(1977) have identified a large number of factors, but even their very inclusive 
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::lOci.el indicates that prac-:itioner motivations (or dispositions, as they name them) 

are the single ~os't cen'tral factor in implementation. Indeed, political co~ditions 

are sh"''''''''' acting: through practitioner "dispositiOns" in 
and organi:a'tional factors una -

add.ition to direet effec'ts that both have on implementation. 
Baum.'(1976) further .' 

supports this idea by taking motivations of lower court'judges as the prime mover 

in the implementation of Supreme Court decisions. 

Third, adequate c~cation of the relevant legislation is assumed ~ ~s 

theory. ~1ost: analyses of implementation discuss clarity. of cOIIlIIllIDication at some . 

lena'th lBardach, 19i2; Van Meter and Van Horn, 1975; McLaughlin, 1976; Bunker, 
.::> , • ' 

1972; Baum, 1976; Dolbeare and Hammond, 1971; Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973; 

Williams and Elmore, 1976), and it is certainly important (Johnson, 1979) since 

no change is likely to occur in the absence of such communication. However, once 

infonnation has been transferred, a new complex of factQr~ com~s into p-lay that 

This theoT"V takes up at this point., can be treated separately. ~I 

mE mEORY 

The central tenet of this theory is that change is dependent upon the 

interests of practitioners. The practitioner must be motivated tom~ke the change. 

This theory identifies three dimensions of legislation that relate to three areas 

of practitioner motivation: (1) Philosophical resonance/dissonance, (2) ~tIndate/ 
non-mandate, (3) Incentives/disincentives. The first taps that area of motivation 

'. al d ns . deI'S the decn"Pe to which legis-
related to profess~ona1 noms and v ues, an co ~ .::.~-

lation is consonant wi'th them. The secondo, mandate/non-mandate, taps· practitioners ' 

fears of sanctions as a source of motivation. Where legislation is mandated, 

practitioners fears of reprisal came into play; where legislation is not mandated, 

there is less threat of reprisal. The third, incentives/disincentives, relates to 

the motivation of self-interest. Legislation can include provisions that use the 

motivation of self-interest to induce certain for.ms of implementation. 
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3aum (19~6) arrived at ~~ree areas of prac~itioner motivation that are similar 

to those indicated here. He developed them in the process of applying organizational 

~~eor:' to the implementation of appellate court decisions by lower courts. t~le 

he dealt lvi.th dimensions other than motivati;n, the three dimensioI!S reievant to this 

t..1.eory are (1) interests ,. (2) policy preferences, and (3) authority. Baum' s 

"interests lf are very similar to the, dimension of "incentives/disincentives" in the 

current theory, but more types of incentives will be presented here than were useful 

to Baum. "Policy preferences" is similar to ~'philosophical resonance/dissonance" 

ilL the current, theory. However, the focus of this dimension in this paper is on 

~1.e professional philosophies or ideologies of the prac~itioners in question; Baum's 

"policy preference~" are less clearly defined and more idiosyncratic. Finally, 

Baum's "authority" is similar to "mandate" here, but it differs in _~ ",:' ~thoritylf 

refers to'practitioners'feelings of'obligation to comply where "mandate" fOOlSes 

on practitioners' fears of reprisal for not complying. . However, Batm\ dO~S take up 

the ma.tter 'of the higher courts' influence on lower courts (including .fonns of 

sant~ions) in a separate section .. 

While there are simi.lari ties between B2l.m1' s . work and what is' presented in 

this paper, the two efforts are not redundant for four reasons. First the 

dependent variables of this theory are different because there are more forms of 

implementation and evasion available to bureaucracies than to courts. Second, 

appellate courts have fewer (and different) methods of influencing subordinates I. 

behavior than does a legislature. Third, this theory goes beyond Baum in the 

level of specificity of descriptions and predictions. Fourth, interaction effects 

among the independent variables are proposed here where only additive effects 

were hypothesized by Baurn and others (Van Horn and Van Meter, 1977; Teilmann and 

Klein, 1980). 
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The theory posits additive effects of each of the three dimensions as well 

as :ilUltiplicative effects for all combinations. The colunms and rows of Figure I 

are defined by these three dimensions of legislation. The cells of the figure 

contain abbreviated predictions of the level of implementa'r:ion thay can be 

expected under the conditions indicated by the column and row headings: associ~ted 

with the cells. Each of the three dimensions of legislation will be described 

separately and then their joint effects will be disOlSsed. 

PHILOSOPHIC;L RESONANCE 

Practitioners have opinions (philosophies) about how the clients of their 

organizations ought to be 4andled.' . These opinions constitute an important source 

of motivation for practitianers--particu1arly for professionals, who are described 

by Etzioni (1971) as moved by philosophical questions far more readily than those 

. * workers or others who participate only for concrete benefits. 1egislation can 

also be said to embody ''philosophies''. The crux of this' dimension of the them:y 

is the matter of to what degree legislative philosophies 'resonate with or are 

dissonant with the philosophies of prac:titioners who must implement the legislation. 

The hypothesis of this aspect of the theory is that to the extent that legislative 

philosophy is resonant with practitioner philosophies, implementation will be more 

likely to occur. It is also true that a single piece of legislation cannot 

necessarily be described by one philosophy. Rather,.each provision of the legis

lation must be considered individually. This point will be illustrated below by 

the description of several ideologically conflicting provisions of California's 

1976 juvenile court refonn law. 

~~ortance of the distinction between professionals and other types of workers 
is part of what separates this analysis frem analysis· of factors contributing to 
policy implementation in settings involving the general public, private businesses, 
or bureaucracies that do not rely heavily an professional staff. 
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Three matters concerning philosophical resonance require clarification and 

elaborat~on. First, in my" usage of the term, legislative philosophy refers to 

tile ~ani£est purpose of the legislation at a relatively abstract level. TIlere 

is likely to.be a finite list of philosophies of this kind for ea~ substantive . 
area of reform legislation.. In the criminal justice area a list of legislative 

philosophies that would cover a large portion of legislation would be (1) increases 

or decreases in sanction severity, (2) increases or decreases in degree of control 

over clients, (3) more or less treatment or rehabilitation for clients, (4) due 

process, an~ (5) justice. A few illustrations of legislative philosophy would make 

the point more clearly than further discussion. Laws have, been enacted that prohibi r: 

incarceration of status offenders (juveniles who have committed offenses not 

punishable for adults, such as running away or disobeying parents) '. The philosophy 

of this type of legislation can be described as an effort to diminish the control 

that the criminal justice system can e.."Cert over a group of clients (number 2 ,above) . 

California I s AB3121, a juvenile court reform law enacted in 1976, included such a 

provision. It also mandated the presence of the district .at.torney.in all juvenile 

criminal cases, and that the D .A. decide what cases woUld go to j iNenile court and 

which would not. In both matters the D.A. replaced the probation officer's former 

ftmctions, and both can be interpreted as based on a legislative philosophy of more' 

severe treatment for juvenile criminal offenders (number 1 above). Finally, as a 

treatment or rehabilitation philosophy in the same legislation (number 3) a series 

of its provisions encourages the probation officer to establish dispositions and 

services for clients that would serve as alternatives to traditional law enforc~nent 

and probation department actions. 

The above examples of legislative philosophies indicate that target populations 

must be specified'when using the concept. of legislative philosophy. Rarely does 

reform legislation contain provisions that pertain to all population groups under 
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all circ~stances. Further, legislation may apply to one segment of a target 

population but not another--a fact that might pass unnotice4 if the target 

population had not been specified in expressing the legislative philosophy. 

.mother common case is a situation where the legislation ~vas implemented for· the 

target population but was also "over-implemented" to another population not 

specified or implied by the legislation. 

A second clarification concerns specification of the relevant practitioners 

in detennining philosophical resonance. The degree of' philosophical resonance 

can be detennined for any group of practitioners, but it is more important to do· 

so with some than with others since some are more central to implementation than 

others. 'Vithin this theory the practitioners. most. critical to implement~tion are 

those with· the most pertinent power and responsibility. If the probation department 

is responsible for the implementation of a provision, it is the degree of philo-
, , 

sophical. resonance with probation officers' philosophy that is most critical. If 

it is the D.A.'s office that is responsible, then that group of professi~s is 

of paramotmt importance in detennining philosophical resonance. If implementation 

is dependent on more than one group of pract.itioners and there is philosophical 

,disagreement be'Oveen the two groups, overall philosophical resonance will be lower 

ana implementation impeded. '~ere more than one practitioner group ,is responsible 

for implementation and they ~e in philosophical opposition to each other, other 

factors will come into play iIi determining the level of implementation. For 

instance, the relative power and/or discretion of the group may play an important 

role. 

The third clarification follows from the preceding: how is' the philosophy 

of a group of practitioners. defined? AI though one can almost always recognize 

variation wi thin any group, there is usualiy an identifiable core of philosophy 
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associated ivi~~ one group of practitioners or one profession that differentiates it 

::rom at..'1er groups in the same field. For instance, police are notable for their 

orientation t01~·ard ptmishment and deterrence compared to probation officers, who 

are mote likely to express concern with treatment or rehabilitatio~. An attorney 

ivorking for the district attorney is more likely to agree with a police officer at 

this level than with a probation officer. Police and prosecutors. are often at odds 

but not usually at this philosophical level--practical issues are usually at the base 

of their disagreements. For purposes of this theory, practitioners and legislators 

can be characterized by philosophies in a siniilar manner using the same level ·of 

abstraction. 

When there are splits in philosophical stances wi thin a practitioner group, the 

subgroup 'most directly involved ~ the implementation of legislation is assumed to be 

the more critical for predicting implementatiOn. Sane splits in philosophy' within 

practitioner groups can be traced to geographical location; for example, clients·vary 

in type and number across' jurisdic~qns; if they have no apparent need for severe 

treatment in some jurisdictions, the result' is ~ differential relevance' of certain 

aspects of tradi tienal professional philosophy. In densely populated areas serious 

.crime may be such a problem that probation officers there emPhasize more ~i.shment 

than treatment compared to their rural cOtmterparts. The definition of the target (s) 

implied by a piece of legislation is, in this case, particularly imp.ortant when 

classifying legislative philosophy. These concepts are likely to be useful in 

guiding decisions on where responsibility for implementation should be placed. 

A particularly good example of the "appropriate" location of primary responsi

bility for implementation is the case of the replacement of the probation ~fficer 

with the district attorney in juvenile court decision-making and case presentation. 

TIle philosophy behind this legislation was to increase the severity of the juvenile 

justice treatment of juvenile criminal offenders. The primary responsibility for 

carrying out this philosophy was with the district attorney, the practitioner (or 

organization) whose philosophy most "resonates" with the legislative philosophy. 
-8-
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.-\ goad. example of non':resonance or dissonance is also found in AE3l21. The 

provision to deinstitutionali:e status offenders was prompted by a philosophy of 

decreasing system. control over this type of offender. The practi t~oners charged 

idth the responsibility for carrying out the legislation were probation office:·rs, 

police officers and judges since all were involved in the decision to detain or 

incarcerate. Each of these professional groups can be said to have philosophical 

stances opposed to this action. Po~ice usually feel that justice system control 

is needed as a deterrent" to further offenses. Probation officers and judges are 

likely to feel the need for control (~carceration) for the purpose of treatment. 

In fact, this group of offenders is often thought ·to be most in· need of addi tienal 

control since their behavior is evidence of the failure of parental control. 

Control, then, is at the heart of most practitioner philosophies on the 

treatment of status offen~ers, and authority to control was completely removed 

from the practitioners involved. The philosophical basis for dealing with status 

offenders was therefore r:emoved, and, to a Targe extent,. practitioners ceased to 

handle status offenders at all. 'This cessation might not hB;ve been a problem 

excep,t that the legislation also made provision to extend voluntary treatment 

programs to status offenders (and others). Not surprisingly, such programs were 

not developed or used. 

MANDATE 

TIle "mandate" d:imension refers to the degree to which legislation requires 

practitioners to make changes. Stated directly, the a~ected relationship between 

,mandate and implementation ~s positive. The stronger the mandate the more likely 

that· implementation of the provision will occur. Figure I shows this climension 

~ a dichotomy. DichotC!ffiizatio~ is something of an· overs~lification, although 

there is .a clear ana powerful distinction between an absolute mandate and anything 

-9-
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less. . th d to v.l..ich it mandates the new or prohibits Legislation can var:" ln e egree va 

the old. illis dimensi.on ranges from mere authorization to encouragement to mandates 

Kith ~oom for interpretation, to unequivocal mandates. Identifying the degree of 

mandate associated with a piece of legislation, however, involves ... more thaTt the 

language' of the law. 

Visibility of an agency's conformity to the law is also important in defining 

the extent of real or pe~ceived mandate. A legislative mandate is enhanced by 

b " ana' there are several. way. s in which agency behavior can be visible. high: visi ~l~ t:y J 

The most obvious is media attention, but few pieces of legislation get. such 

attention, especially some:time after enactment. One contributor to visibility 

is the official recording of agency behavior. Where actions and decisions must be 

reported and recorded fully a mandate must be taken more seriously by practitioners. 

For ilfstance, accurate and complete records must be kept on all juvenil~s who are 

incarcerated in the juvenile justice system. The basis for their incarceration 

. (charges) in the juvenile justice system.are especially likely to b~ recorded. 

This fact incxeases the seriousness of any mandate to deinstitutionalize status 

offenders (or any other group of offenders). 

Another component of visibili t:y would be the number of cases applicable to . 

the law. If there are only a few, visibility is likely to be low. If, however, 

a ve.;y large number are affected, visibility will be higher. An interesting 

'f' tal 1. alth law A court decision example of this situation is fotmd in Cal~ oma men !.:,e . 

was recently made requiring court hearings on all involuntary cornmi tments where 

such hearings previously.had been 'at the discretion of the patient. This implies 

over 12,000 hearings, compared to under 900 hearings before the decision. Failure 

to comply with this order would be highly visible, a visibility that contributes 

to the' seriousness of the mandate by increasing the probability of sanctions for 

failure to comply. Addi tionally, intl"a- and interorgamzational conmnmications 
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~etteys and memos) may also increase visibility and, therefore, the seriousness 

or a ::1andate. 

The iJower of the mandate dimension posited in the theory as shown in Figure I 

is ~~at impla~entation predictions are stronger with pp~losophical.resonance . . 
• 

(cells a. through f) compared to philosophical neutrality (cells g through 1) and 

philosophical dissonance (cells m through r), but wi thin each categoEY 52f philosophy 

a mandate strengthens implementation. 

IXCBTIVES 

While philosophical re~unance and mandate are important predictors, 

practitioner self-interest factors can powerfully influence the final outcome of 

implementation. Sufficient incentives can virtually guarantee some type of 

implementation (see cells a, d, g I j, m, p, in Figure I) although there may be some 

unwanteCi side effects where certain philosophical stances and degrees of mandat'e 

~e present. This . set of dimensions provides an important rationale for separating 

refOl~! legislation implementation from such other pollcy sources as court decisions 

qr ll1Ilovations in other arenas. 0 Courts are tmable to provide some of the relevant 

incentives, or at least are tmlikely. to provide them; Since incentives are powerful 

forces for change, their inclusion makes this theory mu~ different from those to 

predict implementation in arenas where incentives are not a:PP~icable. The incentive 

of money is a good example. 

Money 

Legislation can vary in how much funding (if any) is a~located to carrying out 

its provisions. MOney can be an incentive to implementation, and its absence a 

disincentive. Since government agencies are characteristically unde~-budgeted 

(by their perceptions, at least), refonns are often Viewed as unwelcome additional 

drains on the budget. Additional money associated with new policies, therefore, 

increases the probabilities of implementation, while tJie failure to provide :Et.ind.ing 0 • 
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cour-: re!orm law verbally encouraged' the establishment of alternative servicf.s to 

clients, but since no funding \vas provided for' the services, they were not increased. 

Yet the idea of ad~ tional services was quite resonant with the philosophy of' 

probation officers, the practitioner group'primarily responsible. 

Discretion 

Some legislation increases practitioner discretion over the lives of clients, 

other legi'slation decreases it. Sometimes discretion is taken from one group of 

practitioners and given to another. It is in the professional self-interest of 

practitioners (especially professionals) to have as much discretion available in 

decision-making as possible. It follows that, to the extent that discretion is 

decreased among a practitioner group, resistance fram 'the group can be expect~. 

If this groUp' is completely removed frOm the pX9cess and no one must depend on it 

for any aspect of' the handling of the target ~up of clients, then i ts ,resis~ce 

may be inconsequential. However, if the disEmpowered practitioners are still part 

of the processing of the target group, their resistance can be a problem. 

An, example of an increase in discretion is found in a legislative provision 

expanding the possible bases for waiving juveniles to adult court. It became 

possible to initiate a waiver hearing .for Juvenile offenders, based on the charged 

offense alone, in addition to pre-existing bases. The district attorney was 

empowered to make the decision of whether or not to have a hearing, and of. course, 

could determine the charge as well. The district atton1eys of several counties 

were disposed to use the new discretion liberally, thus f.hlfilling the legislative 

philosophy of meting out harsher treatment to serious jlNenile offenders. The 

de ins ti tutionalization provision discussed above provides an excellent example of 

a decrease (removal) of discretion from the responsible practitioners. 

-12-

Int:-a-Organi:ational Power 

Some legislation provides opportunities for certain practitioners to increase 

t..'-teir sphere or influence within their organization3 (i. e., build empires). When 

implementation implies, demands, or allows such,an activity, it is/likely to be 

s'tronger than "!men such possibilities are not present. The juvenile court reform 

. la,V' , the maj or source of ex~les here 1 provides one. The provision to mandate. 

the presence of the district attorney (or his deputies) in criminal hearings for 

juveniles facilita'ted the: establishment of a juvenil~ division within the D.A. 's 

office. Upwardly mobile deputies proved eager to head such divisions and run them 

effectively. If there was a juvenile division within the D.A. 's office before the 

legislation, it very likely became significantly larger after the passage of the 

law. 

Inter-Organizational Power 

Legislation can p~de both opportunities for empire building within an agency 

and inter-organizational power opportunities. Within systems certain agencies 

often,. have power over other agencies. Thus, in the CIimina..l Justice system., the 

district attorney's office has power over law enforcement because only cases 

aeceptab1e for court filing by D.A. standards will go to court. ,Legislation can 

precipitate major shifts in such inter-org~zational power arrangements or create 

new powers, and acquisition of new power can be a significant incentive for 
., 

implementation. Thus, the juvenile court reform law not only Cl"eated opportunities 

within the D.A.'s office, but caused a major shift of power from the probation 

department to the D .A. Before the law took effect, juvellile. court filing decisions 

were made by the probation officer; such decisions are now made by the D.A., giving 

this office new powers over the probation department. Since the provision was 

intended to "crack down" on juvenile criminals (certainly resonant with the D.A. r? 

philosophy), the probabilities of effective implementation were increased by giving 

the D.A. this new power. 
-13-
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COlTI'Dlexi't:y 

illis a5"Dect of t:he incentive dimension might well have been named "paperwork." 

.:..nyone even vaguely familiar ,v"i'th organi:.ations, especially government bureaucr'C',=ies, 

is aKare of bo'th proliferation and resistance to paperwork, and to.-(:omp·lex processing . ' 
" 

proceciures. Increases of processing time or paperwork can evoke major resistance 

to nelV policies in any sphere, even in otherwise appealing reform legislation. 

, l.vbere such legislation implies much more time and paperwork it rill likely be 

perceived as a drain on already 'thin resources. 

CONBI::iATIONS 

.::..s stated early in the paper, philosophical resonance and mandate are the two 

fundamental dimensiqns of t:he theory on which the effect of incentives depends greatlj. 

Figure I groups incentive conditions into three categories: "net incentives" refers 

to the situation where ei'ther 'there are one or more ~centives and no disincentives 

or 'the incentives are stronger 'than the d;i.sincentives; "net disincentives" refers 

to the opposite; the ~rd category is, 'the situation wher~ neither incentives nor 

disincentives are present apart fram the influences of philosophical resonance or 

mandate. 

Where leg~lation is philosophically resonant and is manda~ed, net incentives 

(cell a) are likely to result in over-tmplementation, especially in the form of 

target expansion; 'that is, the philosophy of the law rill prevail but rill be 

applied to populations not specified or implied by the law. An example of' such a 

situation ~an be seen in a program rith sl.lbstantial funding to deinstitutionalize 

juvenile status offenders (not California'S legislation) and to provide services 

for them. Not· only were services provided to status offenders, but some enthusiastic 

practitioners were found canvassing neighborhoods for clients, bringing in many 

juveniles who had never had any contact with the juvenile justice system. 
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Lnder conditions tllat are similar except that there are disincentives to 

;--. i ""meTl'!:a-'; l' 11') _ .. :--....... ~_on ce 0, some implementation can be expected but evasions are also 

~ikely. ..l.n example of 'a situation likely to produce 'this result is ano'ther juvenile 

court reform law that ma:ndated an initial diversion referral progr~ for specific 
, . 

types of juveniles, ''lith other tY'.Pes mandated into other dispositions.. This was' 

philosophically resonant with the pract~t~oners f th • • 0 e system, but created a major 

reduct~on in their discretion, a disincent~ve. I ch' ' • n su c~rcumstances it is quite 

like 1:- t:ha'!: practitioners will not always adopt the . t' . f· cr~ er~a spec~ ~ed in 'the law 

for judging what t:he disp,os.ition is to be, and will therefore take matters into 

t:heir own hands on some occasions. Depending on the nature of the practitioners' 

disagreement, the juvenile might receive a more or a less'serious charge than 

he/she would have if the law had not been so specific, or had left some discretion 

open to the p'r~ctitioners. 

Cell -c represents the ~ituation . where pract~t~oners . hi • • are ~ p losophical 

agreement with ~e legislation, .it is mandated, and there are not additional' 

incentives 'or disincentives. Here implementa~ion can be expe~ted. 

Cells d, e and f are all defined by philosophical resonance' and a n~n-ma:ndated 
condition. Under these circumstances; incentives l cell d) are likely to produce 

strong implementation~ even over-implementation, as in cell a. ~~lere there are 

disincentives ~cell c) '. a status quo is likely to prevail, the disincentives 

cancelling wi.e effect of .the philosophicai positive. Where there are neither 

(cell f), a status quo is also probable. This cell, however, is more sensitive 

than others to 'the situation that preceded the new law. If the prescribed new 

policy is philosophi::arly resonant, chances are it has already been implemented in 

'the past, thus predicting a (de facto) status quo, unless money was required to 

accomplish it. Thus, money (an incentive) would produce change (cell d), but under 

conditions of no incentives, no change W~I_l oc~'~. Th • ... ~ e exception to t:his would be. 

-15-
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,,- :~e prac:ice or policy had been prohibited in the past but is now allowed, and 

:'ces :1.0t cost a great deal of money l there are no incentives in this cell), in 

~~-hic.1. case change or implementation woUld be expected. This is the only cell in 

the table so subject to this condition. 
, , 

The next si.":( cells to be discussed are characterized by philosophical neutrali tv; 

that is, practitioners have no strong opin.ions either way about the matter. Where 

the law' is mandated and there are incentives (cell g) to implementation, implementat - .n 

is highly probable. 1V"here there ~e disincentives (cell h) , minimal-implementation 

is likely. :'1inimal implementation often takes the fom of a reduced fom of the 

prescribed practice, but compliance on paper. Johnson (1979) describes such a 

situation 1vhen a Supreme Court decision mandated full parole board hearings for all 

parole violators, technical and convicted. Previously, only one board member was 

necessary. f.'t;inirnal implementation of this decision was accomplished by 1) -establisi1l112. 

a policy that parolees could waive their rights to full-board hearings and 2) by 

interpreting "~ll board'! to mean at least a majority of the board. When "full-board" 

heaJ;"in.gs were requested by parole violators, a maj ori ty of the board conducted the 

hearing .. 

Where there are no incentives or disincentives under conditions of philosophical 

neutrality and mandated provision, implementation is probable. 

Cells j, k and 1 all fall under the category of philosophical neutrality and 

non-mandate. Where there are incentives, implementation can be expected. Where 

there are diSincentives, a status quo is presumable. Even where there are no 

disincentives or incentives (cell 1), little change is ·probable. 

The final series'. of six cells presents the situation of philosophical dissonance. 

Where the policy is not mandated but there are incentives to implement the policy, 

it is predictable that the resources that constitute the incentives will be used for 

purposes not intended by the law. Some jurisdictions will simply ignore the proposed 

-16-
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~clic:; -,,;hi':e ot!1ers will take advantage of any additional resources available to 

:"-:rplement policies :Jore in line \a th their philosophies. Where there are no 

additional incentives or where there are neither incentives nor disincentives 

(cells n and 0) the status quo will remain since there is no manda}re .. 

Legislation that mandates practices philosophically dissonant to the relevant 

practitioners can be expected to produce problems under any circumstances. Where 

~~ere are incentives (cell p), there will be minimal implementation and some target 

slippage; that is, the mandated practices will be applied to a population tile 

practitioners consider mOTe appropriate, 1ihile appearing to comply with the law. 

Where there are additional disincentives, IIliiri.ma.l implementation will occur and 

there \vill be attempts to circt.mIVent the law. .An example of such circumvention is 

seen in the juvenile court reform law referred to several times in this proposal. 

The total deinstitutionalization of status offenders was philosophically di~sonant 

with virtually all relevant practitioners, but it was mandated. T.Q.ere 'vere also 

powerful disinc;entives in the f011l1 of the reduction in discretion and the loss of 

some organizational power. It was subsequen~ly f~d t.hat, in ~y jurisdictions, 

juveniles who would have been treated as status offenders in the past were relabeled 

as criminal offenders under the new law or were treated as dependent/neglected 

juveniles so that they could be incarcerated under other sections of the code. 

There is also some evidence that runaways were sometimes diverted to inpatient 

psychiatric hospitals for incarceration there. i~ere there are no incentives or 

disincentives, minimal implementation is pro~able. 

An overview of the Figure reveals some general patterns. First, where law 

is mandated, some form of change or implementation is. likely to oc~r, although 

sometimes with unwelcome by-products. Second, where philosophical resonance is 

present, stronger implementation is likely. Third, where there are incentives, 

-17-
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~7.Dle~entat~on is s~rengthened (sometimes too much). Fourth, where legislation 

:3 ?hi:osophically dissonant, trouble is probable. In summa!)", incentives can 

:ua...~e tile di£ference between status quo and implementation when the provision is 

philosophically neutral; where the change is philosophically reson~t incentives 

cap. bring misu.'Se of resources. Finally, mandate can mean the difference between 

implementation and non-implementation under conditions of philosophical resonance 

or' neutrality, but under conditions of philosophical dissonance, it can bring 

evasions and circumventions., 

SUM4ARY 

'This discussion has made several points. ' First, while there is a growing 

literature on policy implementation and its prediction, sOme distinctions among 

types of policy ,and their sourc:,es need to be made. Factors that predict ,implemen

tation of innov~tion or new processes in private organizations will not coincide 

entirely with fa~tors that predict implementation of new federally:funded programs, 

'and are not completely redundant with factors predicting changes of practice within 

an ongoing government agency. Similarly, factors predicting implementation of 

Changes precipitated by a legislature, although they have many common ~eatures, do 

not .completely coincide with the factors specified in court decision implementation 

literatur.e; courts·lack some of the potential incentives and disincentives available 

to legislatures and, as we have seen, iri.centives can be a powerful force in 

implementation. 

Indeed, a central tenet of this theory is that motivation of the practitioners 

who are directed by refonn legislation are of paramount importance in predicting 

implementation.. Characteristics of legislation that tap these motives can be 

useful:lY divided into three categories: 1) philosophical resonance, 2) mandate, 

and 3) incentives. These three dimensions are similar, but not rechmdant with three 

diinensions used by Baum (1976) 'in his analysis of supreme court decision 

implementation by lower courts. 
-18-
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;'ilrile ea~~ dimension of legislation is posited to have an individual, or 

aciciith"e, ef=ec~ on the quality of implementation, dimensions are also likely to 

have unique effects in various combinations lmultiplicative effects). Incentives 

can lead to over-implem~ntation under conditions of philosophical ~ssonance. 

~illmdates can mean the difference between implementation and status quo when there 

is philosophical resonance or neutrality, but can mean serious attempts at evasion 

and circumvention when the policy is philosophically dissonant to relevant 

?racti tioners . For maximum prediction, then, all three legis l'ati ve dimensions 

mus~ be considered individually and in combination. 
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11m QUALITIES OF IMPLJl.1EtffATIOO 11IAT ARE PREDICfIID BY mmINATiONS OF PHACI'ITIONER INTmmSTS 

i . I Philosophical Resonance : 
. -..... 

Resonant Neutral Dissonant 
~ 

--
Mardated Not Mandatoo Mandated Not Mandated Not Mandated Mantia tt.,'f.1 

. 
Net a Overimplmten- d Strong Implmten- g Implementation j Implmtentation m Misuse of p Minimal 1m, 

iI: tation tation, S(J11e Resources planentath 
Incentives Target Hxpan- Target BxJlan- Target 

sion sion Slippage 

, 

. 

Net b Implementation e h Minimal Imple- k Status Quo n Status ~o q Minimal Staws ~o 
iI: with a Few mentation Impl6nen-

IJi s incentives Bvasions toUon/ 
Circtln-
vention 

, 

Ne.i ther c Implanentation f Status Quo i Implanentatlon 1 Status Quo o ' r Minimal Status Quo 
iI: unless Prev- Imp16nen-

Incentives nor iously Pto-: tation 
iI: hiblted ard 

IHsincentives . No $ is 
Required 

" iI: 
[)jmensiolls of incentives/disincentives are: MOney, Discretion Increase, 
lllter-Organizational Pwer, alld Procedural Canplexily. 

Intra-Organizational Pwer, 
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